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This issue,
we asked our
contributors:

NATASHA
BRUNO
Associate Editor

“What is your go-to
summer outfit?”

CARLYLE
ROUTH
Photographer

NANCY
WON
Writer

“My favourite
summer outfit is
pretty simple: a
pair of jean shorts,
a comfy T-shirt or
tank, my Stan Smiths,
and of course my
favourite pair of Saint
Laurent sunglasses.”
See “Le Street, C’est
Chic” on page 74.

“To be honest, I wear the same
things all year round—jeans,
tees, Converse—so summer
weather just means I can finally
ditch my winter parka!” Read
“Kinky Boots” on page 88.

RANDI
BERGMAN
Writer

SUZANNE
ROGERS
S/ Columnist

“Gotta love a skimpy
lingerie dress. On
cooler nights, I love
wearing my 90210
vintage jean jacket
with the sleeves
rolled up.” Read
“Dream Weaver” on
page 52.
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“Any flowy beach
dress by Lisa Maria
Fernandez or anything by Gül Hürgel.”
Read “Third Act” on
page 114.
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“A breezy dress in a striking print is
THE summer staple in my books.
It’s a no-brainer to slip on on sticky
summer days, and always gives my
outfit mega punch with minimal
styling effort.” Read “A Beautiful
Life” on page 72.

DIANE AT WORK
IN THE 1970S

SR You have had an incredible
career journey. What is your
next chapter?
DVF Thank you. I always think
about my career in three phases:
In the beginning, I was a European princess and I came to
America with a few dresses. I
started a company that became
this great success, and I call that
The American Dream, because it
really was. After that, there was a
difficult period for the business,
and I ended up leaving fashion
and moving to Paris, only to
return again in the late ’90s with
the relaunch of the wrap dress,
and I call that Comeback Kid.
Now, I am in this third phase,
which I think of as Legacy. It is
really about continuing to build
a company that will live on, and
I have found an amazing leader
in Jonathan Saunders. It is also
about empowering women
through fashion, philanthropy
and mentorship. I am at a point
where I have lived, had successes
and failures; so I feel like I have
some knowledge to share.

F I N A L S AY

Third Act

Society maven SUZANNE ROGERS
catches up with fashion icon
DIANE VON FURSTENBERG as
she embarks on the next chapter
of her storied career.
BY SUZANNE ROGERS

I am a long-time admirer of Diane
von Furstenberg. How can you not revere

and respect a woman who not only created the iconic wrap dress but also carved so
bold a path through the male-dominated
fashion industry? When I first met Diane at
her landmark DVF Awards, I knew I had to
persuade her to be honouree for the latest in
my series of Suzanne Rogers Presents… fundraisers. I was delighted when she accepted,
and even more thrilled to discover she shares
my passion for bettering the lives of children
worldwide. The event, held May 4 in Toronto,
was a tremendous success, raising substantial
funds for Covenant House’s “Just Like a Girl
You Know” campaign and for War Child.
While Diane was in town, we had a chance to
chat about her remarkable career and where
she’s headed next.
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SR As a female entrepreneur, what
was your biggest challenge?
DVF Because I was always my
own boss, I never really experienced the glass ceiling. I always
believed what my mother taught
me, which is that being a woman
is a privilege, and for me it really
has been an asset. Now I feel we
are in a different time, and it is
so important for women to help
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SR Who, early on, were your role
models? And what advice do you
have for young women?
DVF Diana Vreeland was very
helpful to me early in my career,
and Halston was an inspiration,
so I have always tried to empower young women to go for it and
be the woman they want to be.
The advice I like to give is that
the most important relationship
is the one you have with yourself.
If you know who you are and
stay true to that, that is the most
important thing.
SR Is there anything you would
do differently if you could do
it again?
DVF No…I think regrets, and really any insecurities, are a waste
of time. You learn from your
mistakes, so the best thing is just
to take responsibility for them
and move on.

DIANE VON FUSTENBERG TODAY
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each other, in their lives and their
businesses. So I am enjoying
meeting a lot of women and
learning about the challenges
they face. It is an exciting time to
be a woman, but it is also important that we come together and
make things happen.

SCENE

Suzanne Rogers
Presents Diane
von Furstenberg
Toronto

S/ Magazine columnist and philanthropist Suzanne Rogers
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held her fourth Suzanne Rogers Presents fashion fundraiser on May 4th
in Toronto with a luncheon event starring guest of honour Diane von
Furstenberg. Jeanne Beker hosted an intimate conversation between
iconic designer von Furstenberg and Vogue contributor André Leon
Talley as they discussed Furstenberg’s journey through the business of
fashion, her life as a humanitarian and her devotion to emerging fashion
talent. Following the conversation, attendees enjoyed music from up and
coming pop sensation, Fletcher. The sold-out luncheon raised $490,000
for children’s charities, including two selected by Rogers and von Furstenberg: Covenant House’s ‘Just Like a Girl You Know,’ a campaign that helps
young victims escape the sex trade; and War Child, which has focused
on bettering the lives of children in war-torn regions. The humanitarian
background and devotion to emerging fashion talent of both von Furstenberg and Rogers made a perfect pairing for the event.
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